
Dentistry's social responsibility:
The persistent voice

Every society on earth that I i<now of honors its heal-
ers. In return those societies place demands on

their healers, including the expectation of certain be-
haviors, This editorial addresses the relationship be-
tween dentists and our communities: what arc our soei-
etal obligations?

The nature of a profession implies a group of individu-
als with special knowledge, bound by widely accepted
and expected tnoral and ethical principles, "Moral" is an
adjective denoting principles of right conduct according
to social customs and habits; "ethical" is an adjective de-
noting principles of right behavior according to a process
of disciplined, systematic thought ahout morals. In gen-
eral, if an action has the characteristics of ultimacy, uni-
versality, neutralism, publicity, and ordering, it is consid-
ered by society to he both moral and ethical," That is to
say, the action is done at the highest standard, at the
right time, for the right reasons, to the right persons, with
full disclosure of all relevant circumstances.

Another way to denote professionaüsm is by the four
hasic attributes that set a group apart from the general
society': (1) members oí that group possess a level of
expertise that is hoth important to society and exclusive
to the members of that profession; (2) the group has
both an internal (peer) and external {public) structure
to which they are accountable; (3) members possess au-
tonomy in practice; and (4) members willingly accept a
set of professional obligations.

Are you proud of what you and your office col-
leagues do every day? Are you willing to publicly pro-
claim what you do, for everybody in your community to
look at and examine? Are we, the dental profession,
doing all we can to promote right behavior, hoth by ex-
ample and by overt persuasion? Think carefully about
the answer. It should be very, very important to you.

What we do that makes us proud of ourselves in-
evitably involves service to others. Dentistry is a profes-
sion of benevolence. It proposes to leave patients better
off after we treat them than before. It asks us to treat
our patients as we would treat ourselves and our tami-
lies. It asks us to treat our communities with the same
dignity and respect and to encourage others to behave
in a like manner.

And yet tbe world we live in remains filled with igno-
rance, fear, superstition, prejudice, and presumptive ar-

rogance. Conflict and hostility have existed since the be-
ginning of recorded time, despite the efforts of every
major philosophy and theology to teach benevolence,
harmony, and universal love. Violence and hatred fill the
international news: no area of the world is immune. The
moans of human suffering remain in our ears constantly.

What should dentists do? Philosophically, we should
promote tolerance and celebrate diversity because it is
the right thing to do, for all people and at all times.
Pragmatically, if our communities are torn by violence
and intolerance, cur livelihood is threatened. We spend
our days promoting and creating oral health and
beauty. We talk to patients about healthy liiestyles. We
need to talk with them ;ihuul emotional health beyond
the office-the benefits of being "other"-focused.
Healthy styles of living demand harmonious relation-
ships with others, ali others. The smiles we create sug-
gest love and tolerance, not violence and hatred.

The dental office is an ideal place to launch commu-
nity outreach programs that promote the higher ideals of
human behavior. There are many programs worldwide
that we can and should participate in. In fact, an Ameri-
can dental products manufacturer recently announced
one particularly good example of such a program,'

The conclusion? Dentists are obligated to be exam-
ples of beneficence not only in the treatments they ren-
der, but also in their everyday behavior with their fami-
lies, friends, patients, and communities. The gentle
hand of healing should never be raised, either physi-
cally or emotionally, literally or figuratively, against an-
other person. Let's all help teach it to the world.
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